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Deliberate Practice and the Acquisition and Maintenance of Expert Performance in Medicine and Related Domains
K. ANDERS ERICSSON

The factors that cause large individual differences in professional
achievement are only partially understood. Nobody becomes an
outstanding professional without experience, but extensive experience does not invariably lead people to become experts. When
individuals are first introduced to a professional domain after completing their education, they are often overwhelmed and rely on
help from others to accomplish their responsibilities. After months
or years of experience, they attain an acceptable level of proficiency
and are able to work independently. Although everyone in a given
domain tends to improve with experience initially, some develop
faster than others and continue to improve during ensuing years.
These individuals are eventually recognized as experts and masters.
In contrast, most professionals reach a stable, average level of
performance within a relatively short time frame and maintain this
mediocre status for the rest of their careers. The nature of the
individual differences that cause the large variability in attained
performance is still debated. The most common explanation is that
achievement in a given domain is limited by innate factors that
cannot be changed through experience and training; hence, limits
of attainable performance are determined by one’s basic endowments, such as abilities, mental capacities, and innate talents.
Educators with this widely held view of professional development
have focused on identifying and selecting students who possess the
necessary innate talents that would allow them to reach expert
levels with adequate experience. Therefore, the best schools and
professional organizations nearly always rely on extensive testing
and interviews to find the most talented applicants. This general
view also explains age-related declines in professional achievement
in terms of the inevitable reductions in general abilities and capacities believed to result from aging.
In this article, I propose an alternative framework to account for
individual differences in attained professional development, as well
as many aspects of age-related decline. This framework is based on
the assumption that acquisition of expert performance requires
engagement in deliberate practice and that continued deliberate
practice is necessary for maintenance of many types of professional
performance. In order to contrast this alternative framework with the
traditional view, I first describe the account based on innate talent. I
then provide a brief review of the evidence on deliberate practice in
the acquisition of expert performance in several performance domains,
including music, chess, and sports. Finally, I review evidence from the
acquisition and maintenance of expert performance in medicine and
examine the role of deliberate practice in this domain.
The Traditional View of Skill Acquisition and Professional
Development: History and Some Recent Criticisms
The traditional view of skill acquisition is based on the assumption
that innate biological capacities limit the level of achievement that
a person can attain. Sir Francis Galton is generally recognized for
developing the scientific basis for this view in the 19th century. In
his pioneering book, Hereditary Genius,1 he presented evidence that
height and body size was determined genetically, and most importantly, he argued that similar innate mechanisms must determine
mental capacities, stating:
Now, if this be the case with stature, then it will be true too
as regards every other physical feature—as circumference of

head, size of brain, weight of grey matter, number of brain
fibres, &c.; and thence, a step on which no physiologist will
hesitate, as regards mental capacity 关italics added兴.1, pp. 31–2
At the same time, Galton clearly acknowledged the effects of
practice and the need for training to reach high levels of performance in any domain. However, he argued that improvements are
rapid only in the beginning of training and that subsequent increases become increasingly smaller, until “Maximal performance
becomes a rigidly determinate quantity.”1, p. 15 According to
Galton, the relevant heritable capacities set the upper bound for an
individual’s physical and mental achievements, and once all of the
training benefits have been attained through sufficient practice,
then the immutable limit for performance is reached that “Nature
has rendered him capable of performing.”1, p. 16 According to
Galton, the immutable characteristics that limit maximal performance cannot be altered through training. By extension, they must
have been innately endowed. Galton’s arguments for the importance of innate factors in elite performance were quite compelling
and, thus, have had a lasting impact on our culture’s view of ability
and expertise.
Contemporary theories of skill acquisition2,3 are consistent with
Galton’s general assumptions and with the observations on the
course of professional development. When individuals are first
introduced to an activity such as driving a car or playing golf, their
primary goal is to reach a level of mastery that will allow them to
perform everyday tasks at an acceptable level or to engage proficiently in recreational activities with their friends. During the first
phase of learning,2 novices try to understand the activity and
concentrate on avoiding mistakes. With more experience in the
middle phase of learning, gross mistakes become increasingly rare,
performance appears smoother, and learners no longer need to
concentrate as hard to perform at an acceptable level. After a
limited period of training and experience—frequently less than 50
hours for most recreational activities such as typing, playing tennis,
and driving a car—an acceptable standard of performance is typically attained. As individuals adapt to a domain and their performance skills become automated, they are able to execute these skills
smoothly and without apparent effort. As a consequence of automation, performers lose conscious control over execution of those
skills, making intentional modifications difficult. Once the automated phase of learning has been attained, performance reaches a
stable plateau with no further improvements, which is consistent
with Galton’s assumption of a performance limit.
The principal difference between acquisition of everyday skills
and professional development appears to be primarily a difference in
time scale. Whereas proficiency in everyday skills is attained rapidly, professional development (including the prerequisite education) is completed only after years or even decades of experience. In
their seminal work, Simon and Chase4 argued that in order to attain
an international level of performance in chess, an individual must
maintain full-time involvement in the activity for at least ten years.
Their research on chess masters’ memories for regular game positions suggested that the masters had acquired some 50,000 chunks
or patterns, and they highlighted the parallels between reaching this
highly skilled performance level and acquiring a language with its
large vocabulary. Simon and Chase4 proposed a theory of expertise
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where future experts gradually acquired patterns and knowledge
about how to react in situations as a direct consequence of their
continued experience in the domain. Based on the observation that
most people are able to master their first language after many years
of experience even without formal instruction, scientists started
considering the possibility that sufficient experience (over ten years
of full-time engagement) might automatically lead to expertise in a
performance domain. Eventually, some scientists viewed sufficient
length of experience in a domain (over ten years) as a reliable
indicator of expertise.
Several reviews over the past decade5–7 have shown that empirical evidence for the traditional views regarding the development of
expertise through extended experience alone is surprisingly limited.
First and most surprisingly, the performance of experts, who are
nominated by their peers based on their extensive experience and
reputation, is occasionally unexceptional for representative tasks
from their domain of expertise. For example, highly experienced
computer programmers’ performance on programming tasks is not
always superior to that of computer science students,8 and physics
professors from UC Berkeley were not always consistently superior
to students on introductory physics problems.9 More generally, the
level of training and experience has frequently been only weakly
linked to objective measures of performance in a domain. For
example, the length of training and professional experience of
clinical psychologists is not related to their efficiency and success in
treating patients,10 and extensive experience with software design is
not associated with consistently superior proficiency on presented
tasks.11,12 Similarly, when “wine experts” are required to detect,
describe, and discriminate characteristics of a wine without knowledge of its identity (seeing the label on the bottle), their performance is only slightly better than those generated by regular wine
drinkers.13,14 More generally, reviews of decision making15,16 show
that experts’ decisions and financial advice on investing in stocks
have surprisingly low accuracy that does not improve with additional
experience. Similar phenomena have been documented in several
other areas of expertise.6 In the second half of this article, I will review
evidence on whether highly experienced doctors, with reputations as
experts, display consistently superior performance to their less
experienced colleagues and, if so, I will identify the characteristics
of those medical activities that reveal such superiority.
Second, the traditional views of professional development and
skill acquisition assume that people will reach a stable asymptotic
level of performance after sufficient experience. This assumption is
inconsistent with the documented ability of highly experienced
individuals to continue to improve their performance through
training. Research has shown that when even highly experienced
workers and professionals are appropriately motivated, they are able
to improve their objective performance, sometimes dramatically.5
Finally, many efforts have been made to measure children’s, adolescents’, and young adults’ basic capacities, such as short-term
memory and attention, as well as visual, auditory, spatial, and motor
skills, to assess the possible innate limits of their attainable performance. Efforts to use these estimated capacities to predict adult
professional achievement have been disappointing and largely unsuccessful.6 Efforts to identify innate individual characteristics that
are critical to attaining expert performance yet are resistant to
modification by extensive training have not proved fruitful.17,18
The only such innate characteristics for which the genetic difference between people and the associated mechanisms are well
understood are body size and height,19,20 wherein above-average
height provides an advantage in basketball, while below-average
height facilitates elite performance in gymnastics.
These findings raise doubts about the common-sense view of
genetically determined limits that severely constrain people’s attainable performance. They suggest that highly motivated individuals should be able to influence their attained performance levels to
a much greater degree than is traditionally assumed. The remainder
of this article addresses two broad objectives. First, emerging find-
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ings are presented on how performers attain expert levels of
achievement in diverse domains, including music, sports, and chess.
A particular focus here is on the role of deliberate practice and
training quality in mediating improvements in current levels of
performance. Second, the expert-performance approach, with its
emphasis on deliberate practice, is applied to research on expertise
in medicine. Here, insights gained from the study of expertise in
other areas provide interesting ideas for enhancing and maintaining
attained levels of performance in the medical domain.
The Scientific Study of Expert Performance and Its Acquisition
In the introduction to this article, several examples were given
where respected experts, such as wine connoisseurs and famous
stockbrokers, failed to demonstrate consistently superior performances on representative tasks, such as investing money in stocks
and describing wines. Scientists can no longer assume that individuals reputed to be experts based on their extended experience will
display the superior achievement indicative of expertise in a domain. Ericsson and Smith21 criticized studies of expertise that
merely looked for differences between “experts” (defined by social
criteria) and less experienced individuals. They proposed instead
that researchers focus on superior performance in a domain and
identify any individual who consistently exhibits superior performance—whether they are socially recognized as expert or not. The
first step is to construct representative tasks that capture the essence
of expertise in the domain where the superior performer can exhibit
their superior performance in a consistent and reproducible manner.
The focus on reproducible scientific evidence on superior performance provides a framework for evaluating anecdotes about the
achievements of athletes, musicians, and scientists. When the
“hard” scientific evidence for the most amazing achievements is
scrutinized, most of these incidents cannot be substantiated by
independent and unbiased sources.20 Often, the only sources of
these anecdotes are the exceptional persons telling stories about
their own childhood achievements when interviewed as adults. In
other cases, the individuals observing the event may have misinterpreted what actually happened. For example, when a golfer sinks
a 40-foot putt to win a golf tournament, it is often assumed that they
did so because of their amazing ability.22 However, scientists have
analyzed elite golfers’ putting accuracy at different distances during
tournament conditions and conducted experiments wherein golfers
are asked to make the same shot ten to 20 times in row. The results
of these analyses show that the consistency of their shots is never
perfect, though much higher than that of less skilled golfers.22 Even
the paths of the experts’ properly played shots are influenced by
random factors beyond the golfers’ control and, thus, sinking long
putts is due in large part to chance factors, even for the best golfers.
To build a science of exceptional performance, we need to restrict
the scientific evidence to those aspects of phenomena that can be
repeatedly and reliably observed, such as the expert golfers’ reduced
variability in outcomes of shots. Ideally, from an empirical viewpoint, one would reproduce the everyday phenomenon of superior
achievement in the laboratory, so it can be examined under standardized and experimental conditions.
In many domains, it is possible to measure expert performance by
observing elite performers as they reproduce their superior achievement under controlled laboratory conditions.21 Many types of
superior performance by experts are reproduced repeatedly in everyday life. For example, elite runners who finish the mile in less
than four minutes can reproduce their exceptional running times
repeatedly at different competitions. In sports there is a long
tradition of creating fair competition by designing standardized
comparable conditions for all participating athletes. The same is
true for competitions in music, dance, and chess. In all of these
domains, elite individuals consistently outperform their less accomplished counterparts.
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The Acquisition of Superior Reproducible (Expert) Performance

Figure 1. Three examples of laboratory tasks that capture the consistently superior performance of domain experts in chess, typing, and music. (From “Expertise,” by K. A. Ericsson and Andreas C. Lehmann, 1999, Encyclopedia of Creativity. Copyright by Academic Press.)
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Expert performers have trained to be able to reproduce their
superior performance under representative conditions in everyday
life whenever it is required during competition and training. Ericsson and Smith21 described how it is possible to identify naturally
occurring activities that capture the essence of expertise in a given
domain. For example, in his pioneering work on chess expertise, de
Groot23 argued that the essential task for expert chess playing
consists of selecting the best moves for critical positions during
chess games. To study performance, de Groot extracted chess
positions from games between chess masters and set up a controlled
laboratory situation where he could present these positions one at a
time to an individual chess player (see Figure 1). The chess players
were instructed to think aloud while they selected the best move for
the presented position. Ability to select the best chess moves under
these conditions is closely correlated with ratings for tournament
competitors.24
Another example is found in the study of expert performance in
typing. Given that expertise in typing should generalize to any kind
of textual content, we can simply give all typists the same text
material and ask them to type it accurately as fast as possible. The
final example given in Figure 1 illustrates a common obstacle to the
study of expertise, namely that experts can excel at a task that less
skilled individuals are unable to complete. In the study of music
expertise, for example, we are confronted with the problem that the
expert musicians typically perform pieces of music that are too
difficult for less accomplished musicians to master. It is, however,
possible to instruct all musicians to play familiar or unfamiliar pieces
of lower difficulty and then ask them to repeat their own performances in as much detail as possible. When asked to do so, experts
can repeat their performances with much less deviation from their
original renditions than can less skilled musicians, thus exhibiting
greater control over their performance. In related approaches,
snooker players can be asked to make several shots for each of a
series of fixed configurations of billiard balls, and golfers can be
asked to make several putts for each of many ball locations on a
green.22 In sum, it is possible to identify a collection of representative tasks that capture the essence of expertise in most domains,
and those tasks can be administered to all participants under
controlled and standardized conditions. In the latter portion of this
article, I will identify tasks that simulate the conditions for the
essential activities in a few different domains in medicine, such as
diagnosis and surgical treatments.

Having confined our attention to superior, reproducible performance that can be measured, it is possible to identify several claims
about the acquisition of expertise that generalize across different
domains.6,20 First, longitudinal assessments of performance reveal
that performance increases gradually and that there is no evidence
for abrupt increases from one trial to the next. Even when the
performance of child prodigies in music and chess are measured by
adult standards, the increases in achievement are found to be
gradual and extended over many years. Second, the age at which
experts typically reach their peak career performance is the middle
to late 20s for many vigorous sports, and one or two decades later
(i.e., in the 30s and 40s) for less physically intense games, as well as
the arts and sciences. This continued, often extended, development
beyond age 18 implies that the best individuals are able to engage
in practice activities that lead to further improvements in performance even after physical maturation is reached. Finally, all performers, including the most “gifted” or “talented,” need a minimum
of approximately ten years of intense involvement before they reach
an international level in sports, sciences, and the arts.4,5 Most elite
performers, in fact, take considerably longer to reach that level.
This ten-year rule of required engagement in domain-related activities is the most compelling evidence for the necessity of experience
to attain high levels of performance.
From interviews with international-level performers in several
domains, Bloom and his colleagues found that elite performers are
nearly always introduced to their future domains of expertise as
young children in a playful manner. As soon as they reveal enjoyment for the activity and show promise compared to their local
peers, they receive help both in seeking out a teacher or coach and
to begin regular training. Based on these interviews, Bloom25 argued
that access to superior training resources during development is
necessary to reach the highest levels.
The best evidence for the value of current training methods and
intensive schedules of practice comes from historical comparisons.22,26 The most dramatic improvements in the level of performance over historical periods are found in sports and are associated
with improved quality and quantity of practice. Contemporary elite
athletes’ performance is much superior to the gold medal winners of
the early Olympic Games.5 In some events where performance can
be measured objectively (i.e., with times or distances), current
winning performances are as much as 30 –50% better.27 Such a
drastic improvement indicates the superiority of contemporary
training methods, beyond what could be obtained through technological advances and better equipment, such as lighter running
shoes, alone.
To further explore the role of practice in attaining expert levels
of performance, Ralf Krampe, Clemens Tesch-Römer, and I5 tried
to identify those training activities that were most closely associated
with consistent improvements in performance and referred to them
as deliberate practice. From a review of studies of learning and skill
acquisition, we found evidence for consistent gradual improvement
of performance when the following conditions were met. First, the
participants were instructed to improve some aspect of performance
for a well-defined task. Second, they were able to get detailed
immediate feedback on their performance. Finally, they had ample
opportunities to improve their performance gradually by performing
the same or similar tasks repeatedly. The participants were able to
keep improving their performance during extended training as long
as the training sessions were limited to around an hour—a time that
typical college students are able to maintain sufficient concentration to sustain active efforts to improve. These deliberate efforts to
increase one’s performance beyond its current level involve problem
solving and finding better methods to perform the tasks. Engaging in
practice activities with the primary goal of improving some aspect of
performance is an integral part of deliberate practice.
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Figure 2. Estimated amount of time for solitary practice as a function of age for
the middle-aged professional violinists (triangles), the best expert violinists
(squares), the good expert violinists (empty circles), the least accomplished expert
violinists (filled circles) and amateur pianists (diamonds). (From “The role of deliberate practice in the acquisition of expert performance,” by K. A. Ericsson, R.
Th. Krampe, and C. Tesch-Römer, 1993, Psychological Review, 100(3), p. 379
and p. 384. Copyright 1993 by American Psychological Association. Adapted
with permission.)
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The importance of deliberate practice in attaining expert performance was first demonstrated in a study of expert musicians studying at a famous music academy in Berlin. Three groups of the expert
musicians who differed from each other in level of attained music
performance were selected. All of the expert musicians were interviewed about how they spent their daily lives and were asked to
keep detailed diaries of their activities for a week. Although all
expert musicians were found to spend a similar amount of time
when all types of music-related activities were combined, the two
best groups of expert musicians were found to spend more time in
solitary practice. When the experts practiced by themselves, they
concentrated on improving specific aspects of the music performance as directed by their music teachers, thus meeting the criteria
for deliberate practice. The best groups of expert musicians spent
around four hours every day, including weekends, in this type of
solitary practice. From retrospective estimates of practice, Ericsson
et al.5 calculated the number of hours of deliberate practice that the
three groups of musicians, along with two reference groups, had
accumulated by a given age (see Figure 2). By the age of 20, the
group of the best expert musicians (along with a reference group of
musicians belonging to international orchestras) had spent over
10,000 hours of practice, which is 2,500 and 5,000 hours more than
the two less accomplished groups of expert musicians and 8,000
hours more than a reference group of amateur pianists of the same
age.28
Several studies and reviews have found a consistent association
between the amount and quality of solitary activities meeting the
criteria of deliberate practice and performance in chess,29 in music,28,30,31 and in different types of sports.32–34 The concept of
deliberate practice also accounts for many earlier findings in other
domains,6 as well as for the results of the rare longitudinal study of
elite athletic performers.35
Deliberate practice has even been found to be a key factor in
maintaining expert levels as performers reach older ages. Although
the performance of most professionals decreases, there are a few
intriguing exceptions. A sufficient amount of weekly deliberate
practice has been shown to allow expert pianists in their 50s and 60s
to maintain their piano performances at a comparable level to that
of young experts, although the older musicians displayed normal
age-related declines on standardized tests.28 Similarly, older masters
in the game GO are able to maintain their performance and related
skills,36 and master athletes show the key importance of continued
intense physical training.19,37 The age-related decreases in performance appear to result primarily from reductions of regular deliberate practice, rather than as a direct consequence of aging per se.38
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Figure 3. An illustration of the qualitative difference between the course of improvement of expert performance and of everyday activities. The goal for everyday activities is to reach as rapidly as possible a satisfactory level that is stable
and “autonomous.” After individuals pass through the “cognitive” and “associative” phases, they can generated their performance virtually automatically with a
minimal amount of effort (see the gray/white plateau at the bottom of the graph).
In contrast, expert performers counteract automaticity by developing increasingly
complex mental representations to attain higher levels of control of their performance and will therefore remain within the “cognitive” and “associative” phases.
Some experts will, at some point in their career, give up their commitment to
seeking excellence and thus terminate regular engagement in deliberate practice to
further improve performance, which results in premature automation of their performance. (Adapted from “The scientific study of expert levels of performance:
general implications for optimal learning and creativity” by K. A. Ericsson in
High Ability Studies, 9, p. 90. Copyright 1998 by European Council for High
Ability.)

Complex Mechanisms That Mediate Expert Performance and
Continued Learning
The fundamental theoretical challenge is to explain how most
people and professionals reach a stable performance asymptote
within a limited time period, whereas the expert performers are able
to keep improving their performance for years and decades. When
people and professionals are first introduced to an activity, their
primary goal is to reach a sufficient level of mastery that is acceptable to other people in the domain. According to the traditional
theory of skill acquisition,2 people need initially to concentrate on
what they are going to do in order to reduce gross mistakes, as
illustrated in the lower arm of Figure 3. With more experience, their
salient mistakes become increasingly rare, their performance appears smoother, and they no longer need to concentrate as hard to
perform at an acceptable level. After some limited training and
experience—frequently less than 50 hours for most recreational
activities such as skiing, tennis, and driving a car—an acceptable
standard of performance is attained without much need for effortful
attention. As individuals’ behaviors are adapted to the performance
demands and become increasingly automated, they lose conscious
control and are no longer able to make specific intentional adjustments.
In direct contrast, expert performance continues to improve as a
function of more experience, coupled with deliberate practice. The
key challenge for aspiring expert performers is to avoid the arrested
development associated with automaticity and to acquire cognitive
skills to support their continued learning and improvement. The
expert performer counteracts the tendencies toward automaticity by
actively acquiring and refining cognitive mechanisms to support
continued learning and improvement, as shown in the upper arm of
Figure 3. The experts deliberately construct and seek out training
situations in which the desired goal exceeds their current level of
performance. They acquire mechanisms that are designed to increase their control and ability to monitor performance in representative situations from the domain of expertise.7,22,39 For example, a chess player acquires improved memory skills to support
working memory during the planning of the consequences of alternative moves for a chess position. In fact, chess masters are able to
play chess “blindfold” without even seeing the chess board.40 Expert
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typists look further ahead in the text and are thus able to prepare
future keystrokes ahead of time to increase their typing speed.41 The
rapid reactions of expert athletes are not due to greater speed of
their nerve signals, but depend rather on their ability to better
anticipate future situations and events by reactions to advanced
cues.42 For instance, expert tennis players are able to anticipate
where a tennis player’s serves and shots will land even before the
player’s racquet has contacted the ball.43
What kind of deliberate practice could possibly lead experts to
keep improving their cognitive representations and mechanisms
that mediate their superior performance? It is not obvious how an
advanced chess player, who can easily beat all other players in the
chess club, can improve in this unchallenging environment. How is
it possible to improve one’s ability to plan and to select the best
action in a given game situation? Chess players typically solve this
problem by studying published games between the very best chess
players in the world. They play through the games one move at a
time to determine if their selected move will match the corresponding move originally selected by the masters. If the chess master’s
move differed from their own selection, this would imply that their
planning and evaluation must have overlooked some aspect of the
position. By more careful and extended analysis, the chess expert is
generally able to discover the reasons for the chess master’s move.
Serious chess players spend as much as four hours every day engaged
in this type of solitary study.5,29 By spending a longer time analyzing
the consequences of moves for a chess position, players can increase
the quality of their decisions. With more study, individuals refine
their representations and can access or generate the same information faster.
Extensive research on typing provides some of the best insights
into how speed of performance can be increased through deliberate
practice that refines the representations mediating anticipation.
The key finding is that individuals can systematically increase their
typing speed by exerting themselves as long as they can maintain
full concentration, which is typically only 15–30 minutes per day for
untrained typists. While straining themselves to type at a faster
rate—typically around 10 –20% faster than their normal speed
—typists seem to strive to anticipate better, possibly by extending
their gaze further ahead.
The faster tempo also serves to uncover keystroke combinations
in which the experts are comparatively slow and less efficient.. By
successively eliminating weaknesses, typists can increase their average speed and practice at a rate that is still 10 –20% faster then the
new average typing speed. The general approach of finding methods
to push performance beyond its normal level— even if that performance can be maintained only for short time— offers the potential
for identifying and correcting weaker components and enhancing
anticipation that will improve performance.
Once we conceive of expert performance as mediated by complex
integrated systems of representations for the execution, monitoring,
planning, and analyses of performance, it becomes clear that its
acquisition requires an orderly and deliberate approach. Deliberate
practice is therefore designed to improve specific aspects of performance in a manner that assures that attained changes can be
successfully integrated into representative performance. Hence,
practice aimed at improving integrated performance cannot be
performed mindlessly or independent of the representative context
for the target performance. More accomplished individuals in the
domain, ideally professional coaches and teachers, will play an
essential role in guiding the future experts to acquire superior
performance in a safe and effective manner.
In sum, the expert-performance approach has demonstrated how
to capture superior expert performance in the laboratory, and
experimental studies have uncovered the complex mechanisms that
mediate this level of superior achievement. These mechanisms are
not the result of mere experience. Rather, their development
requires engagement in deliberate practice that gradually builds
complex integrated systems of representations for the execution,

monitoring, planning, and evaluation of actions.6,7,22,39,44,45 When
expert performers stop engaging in deliberate practice, their current
performances tend to become automated, and development of
structures is prematurely arrested (see the middle arm of Figure 3).
In the next section, I will attempt to apply this framework to
examine the acquisition, training, and maintenance of superior
performance in medicine.
Expert Performance in Medicine
In most professional domains, including medicine, it takes a relatively long time for students to acquire the relevant knowledge and
skills required for the profession. There is also a long period of
supervised training where less experienced professionals gradually
take on increased responsibility for the essential tasks in the domain, such as treating patients. Even after a physician is licensed to
practice medicine, there is often continued training and experience
required to become a specialist and eventually gain recognition as
an expert. In medicine, there is general agreement regarding one’s
level of attained expertise, as well as which individuals are considered experts. Most studies on medical expertise have recruited
medical doctors and students based on their socially recognized
levels of expertise and length of experience. It is common to
identify five stages of learning as a function of instruction and
experience, where a novice has to go through three intermediate
stages before they are capable of reaching the ultimate stage as an
intuitive expert.46 It is generally assumed that these stages would
correspond closely to individuals’ observed performance on representative tasks that capture the essence of medical expertise in
everyday life. In this review, I will examine empirical evidence for
and against this presumed congruence between level of socially
ascribed “expertise” and performance in medicine.
Applying the Expert-Performance Approach to Medicine:
Identifying Reproducibly Superior Performance on Representative
Tasks in Everyday Life
The first step of the expert-performance approach involves establishing representative tasks that define the essence of the domain.
The essential goals of medicine are the successful treatment of
patients and the effective prevention of sickness and poor health.
Medical doctors who consistently achieve the most effective treatment outcomes would, virtually by definition, be recognized as
expert performers in medicine. It is, however, nearly impossible to
compare the treatment success for different doctors based on their
normal practice in everyday life. The treatment success of patients
often depends on many factors independent of the doctors, such as
the severity of the disease, the overall health of the patient, and
individual differences in age, sex, and socioeconomic status. Without comparable patient characteristics, it would not be sound
methodology to evaluate physicians’ expertise in treatment by
directly monitoring the success of treated patients. Furthermore, it
is rare that a single doctor is completely responsible for diagnosis
and treatment. Most medical treatments are administered by a team
of professionals. Thus, a portion of the variance in treatment
outcomes is attributable to other team members and the availability
of general treatment resources.
The ideal measurement situation would require that all experts
and students would treat the same collection of patients. It is not
feasible, however, for several doctors to treat the same patient
independently. The diagnosis and treatment by the first doctor will
almost invariably influence the patient and thus alter the context
for subsequent doctors’ diagnoses and treatments. The traditional
research method to deal with problems of this type of reactivity of
treatments is to randomly assign patients to doctors and then
compare the success of the treatments. In everyday life, however,
the pairing of patients to doctors is far from random. Nonetheless,
even when patient populations cannot be randomly assigned, by
using statistical methods to control for differences in patient vari-
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ables, it is possible to estimate the treatment success of doctors
holding certain credentials and characteristics. For example, Norcini et al.47 studied which characteristics of doctors influenced the
mortality and survival length of their patients with acute myocardial infarction. After statistically controlling for confounding variables, the researchers found that certification in a specialty, such as
internal medicine and cardiology, led to superior performance with
a lower mortality. In addition, doctors with a high volume of
patients were able to reduce the length of the patients’ stay in the
hospital. More recently certified specialists were more able to reduce
the length of treatment, which is consistent with the notion that
superior knowledge, rather than effects of amount of experience per
se, contributes to increased effectiveness. Analyses of millions of
patients show that hospitals with a high volume of procedures have
a higher treatment success than low-volume hospitals.48 The superior results of high-volume hospitals may be due to many superior
aspects of treatment, but there are demonstrations of an independent benefit for treatment when the surgery is performed by a
surgeon who frequently performs that particular procedure.49,50 In
sum, superior medical treatments appear to be linked to specialization and more extensive training in the associated domains of
medicine. At present, research on superior treatment has not
focused on identifying and studying individual experts who consistently perform at a superior level, but rather has searched for teams
with superior learning and collaborative performance.51
Research on individual performance in medicine has primarily
focused on certification and acceptable competency in medical
practice and on screening students and doctors with inferior or even
incorrect knowledge that might endanger their patients.52 Similarly, postmortem examinations have been used to assess the frequency of major errors of medical diagnosis in order to determine
methods to improve medical practice and training.53,54 In sum,
research in medical education has primarily focused on assessment
of adequate and minimal competency by tests of certification. In
this article, I will suggest some ways to develop a complementary
approach of assessment and training that would focus on enhancing
outcomes and discovering means to promote maximum levels of
performance in medicine.
Can We Capture Superior Reproducible Medical Performance
with Standardized Tasks?
The complex and reactive effects of medical treatment make it
necessary to search for representative tasks that minimize reactivity
and focus on one of the stages in the complete treatment of patients.
Published research has focused on three stages that have been
studied via standardized tasks, with some degree of success. The first
general area of concerns the initial stage of diagnosis of pathology in
perceptually available stimuli, such as x-rays, electrocardiograms
(ECGs), and auscultation of heart and lung sounds. Although it is
not be possible to assess the correctness of the doctor’s diagnosis of
the patient at the original consultation in the clinic, it is possible to
store the collected x-rays, ECGs, and sound recordings. For most of
the patients, a valid diagnosis of the disease will eventually be found
with further medical testing, surgical exploration, and development
of the disease. It is possible to readminister the collected recordings
of stimuli to medical doctors and students and compare their
diagnoses against the correct answers. By identifying doctors with a
reproducibly higher accuracy for some type of diagnosis, it is possible
to study the cognitive processes mediating superior expert performance.
A second related area concerns the diagnosis of patients based on
information available from a clinical interview and their medical
charts. The information of actual patients can be recorded and
saved until a definite diagnosis is confirmed by further medical
testing and treatment. It is then possible to present a collection of
these types of cases to medical doctors and students and measure the
accuracy of their diagnoses, as well as monitor the cognitive pro-
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Figure 4. Two trends for development of medical performance as a function of
experience and instruction.

cesses associated with consistently superior diagnostic performance.
Given that doctors nearly always see and interact with the patient,
this type of test would more closely correspond to a consultation
with a fellow doctor, rather than to a clinical interview in daily
professional activities.
The third and final area concerns the perceptual-motor performance of treatments, such as various forms of surgery. The assumption is that one can design perceptual-motor tasks involving cadavers, simulators, or other training devices that capture the essence of
specific surgical tasks involving actual patients. In sum, these three
areas of medicine offer especially promising prospects where reproducibly superior performance on standardized tasks in medicine can
be studied.
Perceptual diagnosis of abnormality. Treatments of medical problems require that medical professionals diagnose the underlying
disease causing the associated symptoms before they prescribe effective treatments for their patients. An important stage in this
diagnosis involves an examination of the patient and test results to
search for abnormalities.55 In a pioneering informal study, Butterworth and Reppert56 presented tape recordings of heart sounds and
murmurs of healthy and sick patients to many physicians and
medical students. They found that the accuracy of diagnosis of the
heart sounds was related to training and experience according to
two different trends, which are illustrated in Figure 4. First, the
diagnostic accuracy increased as a function of level of training for
medical students, increased further for residents, and reached its
highest observed levels for certified cardiologists. Second, doctors
working in general practice did not show increased accuracy of
diagnosis with further experience, and their performance instead
decreased as a function of the time that had elapsed since the end
of their medical training.
These two relations between different types of experience and
performance have since been reported for a wide range of perceptual
diagnosis skills. With respect to the first proposed relation, continued training and specialization have been shown to correspond to
improved performance on standardized tests of diagnosis in several
domains, with some important differences. In dermatology,57 ECG
interpretation,58 and microscopic pathology,59 there is a steady
increase in diagnostic accuracy from around 20 – 40% for medical
students to around 90% for experts. Interpretation of radiographs60
increases in accuracy following a similar pattern, but the attained
level of experts is somewhat lower, with accuracy of cancer detection by experts averaging around 70%.61 Studies of the reliable
superiority of experts’ interpretations of ECGs and radiographs show
that the advantage is primarily evident for more difficult cases.62,63
In contrast, more recent studies of cardiac64,65 and pulmonary
auscultation66 have found low rates of accuracy (20 – 40%) and
failed to find reliable improvements among medical students and
residents in the United States, though reliable but limited improvements among residents in the United Kingdom were reported.65
The diagnostic performance of pulmonary fellows was reliably
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better, but still only around 60%.66 This finding was quite lower
than the accuracy estimate (80%) for cardiac auscultation among
fellows and certified cardiologists reported earlier by Butterworth
and Reppert.56
With respect to the second proposed relation, research on mammographers has shown that the number of years of experience after
the end of training is associated with gradual decreases in performance when factors related to training and feedback are statistically
controlled.67 Taken together, these findings support a relationship
between training activities and both increased and sustained perceptual diagnostic performance, which is consistent with the importance of deliberate practice.
The effect of training with feedback for enhancing diagnostic
performance is more clearly demonstrated by short-term training
courses for cardiac and pulmonary auscultation.68 –71 When students and residents were given guided practice with feedback and
demonstrations of pathological conditions, their identification of
abnormal heart and lung sounds improved substantially. The improvements in performance due to short-term training are not
permanent, however, and reliable decreases are observed, even over
a six-month retention period.71 A recent study has shown that
learning to diagnose ECGs is facilitated by a deliberate-practice
condition in which ECGs for different diagnoses were contrasted
with a sequential presentation, compared to a more traditional
approach where examples of ECGs with same diagnosis were presented together.72
Analyses of the extended acquisition of diagnostic skill over years
of supervised training have uncovered critical activities mediating
improvement in mammography.59 Consistent with the limited benefits derived from mere experience, improvements in performance
during training are assumed to be due to the feedback that teachers
give to the residents on the mammograms diagnosed in the clinic.
However, during normal clinical practice malignancies are rarely
encountered, so this learning mechanism is consistent with the
finding that residents in mammography slowly approach the level of
diagnostic accuracy of their teachers.59 Given that the teachers’
immediate diagnoses remain error prone, it will be impossible for
the residents to exceed the limited accuracy level of their teachers.
It is interesting to contrast that type of training situation to a
hypothetical optimal scenario drawing on deliberate practice. Optimal training would allow residents to access one mammogram at a
time from a large library of digitized mammograms, for which the
correct diagnosis and the location of any tumors had been validated,
for example, by exploratory surgery or subsequent mammograms,
with the growing tumors being more clearly visible. The residents
would be forced to make a detailed diagnosis of each displayed
mammogram and would then receive immediate detailed feedback
about the accuracy of their diagnosis, with an opportunity for
reflection and reexamination of any mistakes. The library of mammograms would be indexed to encourage the resident to examine a
series of related cases to facilitate detection of some critical feature
or type of tumor. Learning in this type of environment should not
only be much faster, but should also allow residents to reach a much
higher level of diagnostic accuracy.
Recent research has explored whether it is possible for medical
professionals to exceed the performance levels attained during
residency by further accumulation of experience. One study involving mammogram readings found that radiologists with higher frequencies of readings were more accurate for a test sequence of
mammograms than were those with a lower reading frequency.61
Subsequent research67 has not been able to replicate the benefits of
more experience, per se (a higher reading volume), because the
accuracy advantage disappears when other factors are controlled
statistically. It appears that factors responsible for superior reading
accuracy are related to the quality of feedback on diagnoses provided in some clinical environments. This recent controversy has
motivated scientists to review carefully the current knowledge
about skilled mammogram reading and call for more research

clarifying the factors associated with superior diagnostic
performance.73
Research on the development of expert perceptual diagnosis in
other domains provides suggestive insights into the necessary training conditions to reach the highest levels of performance. For
example, hundreds of people have been trained to be able to
identify the sex of day-old chicks with accuracies exceeding 98%.74
Even under conditions of perfect (often immediate) feedback, it is
estimated that students need to examine over 250,000 chicks in
order to identify the many different patterns differentiating males
and females. If these results are applicable to expert medical diagnosis in mammography, then it is possible that by increasing the
frequency of targets (50% of chicks are males in chick sexing versus
1–3% malignancies for mammograms), providing improved feedback (perfect feedback versus mentor-guided feedback), and providing extended opportunities for self-study with feedback would allow
experts to increase the accuracy of their medical diagnoses.
Medical diagnosis of patients. The most typical activity for doctors,
especially for general practitioners, involves the diagnosis of a
patient’s condition during the initial encounter in the clinic.
Doctors interview their patients and review their charts in order to
find a diagnosis that accounts for reported symptoms. The diagnostic activity is the key to the treatment of diseases with effective
standardized treatments, such as medications. In those cases, a
correct diagnosis is essentially equivalent to effective treatment.
In a pioneering project to capture superior diagnostic ability
among practicing physicians, Elstein et al.75 designed high-fidelity
simulations, where actors were trained to simulate patients with
specific medical problems. The investigators arranged for these
actors to meet doctors to obtain a diagnosis of their problems in a
simulated office setting. To identify the cognitive processes mediating superior diagnostic performance, regular physicians were compared to “expert” physicians who had been nominated by their peers
for their superior performance. Both types of doctors were encouraged to think aloud during their interview with the patient when
there were natural breaks in the interaction between them. Surprisingly, no reliable differences in diagnostic accuracy between the
peer-nominated “experts” and the regular physicians could be discovered. This lack of differentiation in diagnostic performance
implies that it is not possible to identify mechanisms mediating
superior diagnostic accuracy among practicing physicians—at least
with Elstein et al. ’s paradigm.76 –78 Subsequent research on recertification of medical doctors has not been able to demonstrate
increased accuracy of diagnosis as function of experience for doctors
in general practice.79 In fact, the performance on the certification
tests decreases with age and the number of times the required
recertification test has been taken.80 Accuracy of diagnostic performance among practicing physicians is gradually reduced following
graduation from medical school, in a manner similar to, albeit less
pronounced than, the reduced accuracy in perceptual diagnosis
illustrated in Figure 4. This decrement does not seem to reflect
inevitable age-related decline, because the amount of engagement
in continuing medical education activity, especially the most appropriate types of practice, has a strong relation to results on the
recertification examination.81
Pioneering research on assessing diagnostic performance of medical students and residents for simulated patients has shown a
striking monotonic increase in accuracy.82 There are several subsequent studies with different test procedures that show increases in
diagnostic accuracy of students during medical school and continued supervised training83,84 in the same manner, though steeper, as
those illustrated for perceptual diagnosis in Figure 4.
Scientists have tried to identify conditions wherein diagnostic
performance systematically exceeds the stable level attained by
newly certified physicians. There appear to be important differences
between the diagnosis of common and rare conditions.85 For common diseases, doctors typically attain accuracy levels at the end of
the first year of residency that are comparable to levels of more
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experienced doctors. For rare and more complex cases in specialties,
such as cardiology or nephrology, specialists are far more accurate
than doctors with general experience and specialists from other
areas.85,86 It would thus appear that the training of specialists, along
with their specialized practice and teaching environment, can improve
performance beyond that of a practicing physician in a manner similar
to that illustrated for perceptual diagnosis in Figure 4.
In a recent review, Elstein and Schwarz87 distinguished two types
of processes that mediate medical diagnosis, which help reconcile
the superior ability of specialists with the lack of individual differences among physicians in general practice. When medical conditions are frequently encountered in clinical practice, then experienced physicians will acquire patterns that allow them to recognize
each condition and access mental models or prototypes for the
corresponding disease. When the disease or problem is unfamiliar,
however, physicians cannot draw directly on their accumulated
experience and knowledge and must, therefore, rely on reasoning
and systematic generation of alternatives. These two different types
of diagnostic processes draw on different types of skills and organized knowledge, and their acquisition requires different types of
training and deliberate practice.
During medical school and residency, there is not just an increase
in accuracy of the diagnosis of common representative diseases, but
there is also a change in the structure of diagnostic reasoning. With
more clinical experience, biomedical reasoning during diagnosis is
replaced by pattern recognition of disease schemas, which entail
higher-level clinical concepts with encapsulated inferences.88 The
current focus of medical training on problem-based instruction and
mentor-guided experience supports the development of these diagnostic skills and organization of knowledge to support clinical
reasoning.89 However, there might be a tradeoff between the effective acquisition of adequate proficiency, as opposed to the development of mechanisms to support continued improvements in performance following the termination of medical training. In fact, many
of the effective tools for training and evaluation rely on abstracted
simplified schemas, such as trained individuals simulating different
diseases, which are appropriate for testing the acquisition and
maintenance of proficiency. For medical professionals to be able to
keep improving their diagnostic performance during years of professional practice, they would need more feedback than clinical
environment naturally provides. Ideal conditions for learning would
require that they get feedback, ideally immediately, on their diagnoses of actual patients in order to motivate the development of
reasoning and error correction. Furthermore, they would ideally
have access to a large number of patients with similar symptoms in
order to develop appropriate methods for distinguishing between
diseases with different treatment regimens.
Medical doctors who develop a specialization will encounter
more patients with similar diseases and, thus, will have a better
chance to improve their diagnostic ability, at least as long as they
receive accurate informative feedback. Research on the ability to
explain generated diagnoses has shown that medical specialists have
a better ability to encode and accumulate relevant higher-level
findings about patients, which can support specialists’ reasoning
about competing diagnoses.24,40,90
They also display evidence of a deeper knowledge and reasoning
about diseases then do less advanced doctors.91 Because there are
many differences between the daily regimens of specialists and
general practitioners, it will remain a challenge to identify the
causal factors that can explain the development of superior diagnostic skill and reasoning within a specialty. The specialists interact
with patients presenting with more similar diseases, and they typically work in clinics with both better diagnostic equipment (better
feedback) and more knowledgeable colleagues. Many specialists are
also actively involved in teaching and supervising students within
their specialty and contribute to active research programs that
shape the demands and opportunities for working specialists. Future
research on expert diagnostic performers is needed to identify the
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types of training activities (deliberate practice) that have been most
effective in helping individuals attain and maintain superior diagnostic skill in a given medical specialty. Once these activities are
revealed, it should be possible to refine them further and support
their development through training and continued education.
Expert performance in surgery. Many treatments in medicine are so
standardized that variability in their execution and effectiveness is
negligible. With treatments such as medications, there is hardly any
room for individual differences in skill. In contrast, other interventions, such as surgery, are quite complex with considerable individual differences in execution. Outcomes of several surgical procedures have been found to differ as a function of the characteristics
of the hospital and the surgeons treating the patients. High-volume
hospitals that frequently perform a given surgical procedure or
treatment have superior outcomes relative to hospitals with fewer
procedures.92 More directly relevant to evidence for expert performance of individual surgeons, much of the variability in outcomes
is related to how often a given surgeon performs the procedure, even
when controlling for other variables, such as hospital volume.49,50
These findings clearly illustrate the benefits derived from further
training and increased experience. Some investigators have, however, questioned that increased frequency of performing a surgical
procedure (experience) causes superior outcome.93 They raise the
possibility that less able surgeons might have more initial failures,
which in turn reduce their future opportunities to perform the
surgical procedures. Other investigators have noticed, however, that
even among surgeons with high and very high volumes of specific
procedures, there were very large individual differences in outcome—far exceeding the variability that would be expected by
chance factors alone.49 The experienced surgeons with the consistently better outcomes of surgery meet the definition of expert
performers.
Surgical performance is inherently interactive and highly reactive and, thus, very difficult to measure under standardized conditions. There are two types of evidence regarding its acquisition and
structure, namely performance with surgical simulators and natural
field experiments. A unique opportunity to study the acquisition of
surgical performance under standardized conditions was offered by
the introduction of new surgical techniques referred to as minimal
access surgery (MAS).94 The new skills required for MAS are
fundamentally different from traditional open surgery, and the speed
of acquisition does not differ between residents and experienced
surgeons.95 Furthermore, when surgical teams carry out these procedures on real patients for the first time, a marked learning effect
is observed.94 The time to complete the surgeries decreases dramatically from the first operation, and the subsequent decreases are
considerable across the first ten procedures. Although the improvements associated with further surgeries diminish, the completion
time is reliably reduced even after a hundred procedures. It is not
just an issue of increased speed, because the frequency of injuries
shows a similar decrease as a function of number of procedures
performed.94,96
The experience of performing a given surgical procedure with first
few patients provides so much immediate natural feedback that all
theories of skill acquisition predict rapid improvement of performance.2 These demonstrated benefits of experience have motivated
medical educators and researchers to develop simulators of surgery
that would allow future surgeons to gain relevant experience before
encountering their first actual patients. Those favoring this approach have argued that the designed simulators and trainers adequately simulate the task demands of the actual surgery. Early
studies relied on low-tech simulators97 and looked at transfer to
other tasks with the simulator as the criterion, such as the single
interrupted stitch.95,97 Although these early studies were able to
demonstrate transfer between performance on different tasks with
the same simulator, there has been no evidence that the improvements induced by the training drills influence performance for
actual surgery nor transfer to other simulators for other surgical
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procedures.98 Other studies examined the effects of various abilities
and other types of surgeon-specific factors99,100 on performance
with these simulators, but found that the effects of practice on the
particular simulator task tend to overshadow any effects of
abilities.101,102
A more empirically based method for identifying training tasks in
simulators is to find benchmark tasks that capture differences in
actual surgical performance between experienced surgeons, less
experienced surgeons, and novices. For example, highly trained
residents have been observed to perform knot-tying tasks and
suturing tasks faster and with fewer movements than residents in
basic surgical training.103 Performance on these tasks can differentiate surgical residents with differing amounts of training experience.104 Master surgeons made fewer errors than junior surgeons on
a laparoscopic trainer,105 while experienced laparoscopic surgeons
performed better on the simulator than less experienced surgeons,
students, and novices with respect to speed, economy, and consistency.106,107 A further validation of training tasks is offered by
findings that experienced surgeons have superior initial performance on simulator tasks, relative to students. In addition, students
trained on simulators demonstrate improved performance in actual
surgeries. For example, experts with over 500 actual surgical procedures performed reliably better on a bronchoscopy simulator than
two groups of doctors with less and no experience.102 When an
experimental group was provided training on that simulator, they
performed an actual bronchoscopy reliably better than a control
group. Training on a laparoscopic simulator led to reliably fewer
errors during actual surgery on an anesthetized animal.108 In a
recent demonstration of the value of simulator training, residents
were trained to a criterion level in the laparoscopic simulator and
then performed their first actual surgery with fewer errors and
caused fewer injuries than did a control group of residents.109 From
the point of view of deliberate practice, it is important to note that
the successful demonstrations of transfer from the simulator to
actual surgery used explicit means to assure sufficient improvement
due to simulator training. One study109 required the trainees to
match the simulator performance of trained surgeons. Another102
completed 20 simulations to attain a plateau, and the final study108
provided the trainees with extensive opportunities to train with the
simulator (ten hours).
Recent overviews and meta-analyses110 –112 of the use and benefit
of simulators in medical training have discussed the need for
structured training and deliberate practice with the simulators
guided by the goals of the training. Preparing surgeons for their first
surgical procedure with an actual patient is probably the most
important use of simulators. This training activity involves giving
the trainees opportunities to perform a given a procedure while
monitoring their own behavior. Unlike medical diagnosis, there are
many sources of informative feedback in surgery, both in terms of
immediate feedback on the execution of the procedures themselves
and feedback on the health of the patient after surgery. The primary
constraint for the initial acquisition of the surgery skill appears to be
developing the necessary perceptual-motor coordination to carry
out the procedures successfully.
Skill training of beginners is, however, only a first step toward
capitalizing on the opportunities to engage in deliberate practice in
potential simulators for surgery. Future simulators should allow
surgeons ample opportunities to engage in deliberate practice,
similar to expert performers in other domains, such as music.22,39,44
For example, musicians can spend hundreds of hours mastering
challenging pieces in their practice room by working on selected
difficult passages. Unlike surgery with actual patients, practice in
the simulator can be stopped at any time, allowing trainees an
immediate chance to correct mistakes and even repeatedly perform
challenging parts of procedures. It is also possible to improve the
quality and detail of feedback presented to the trainees by using
video recordings of the performance, both during actual and simulated procedures. Video recordings of behavior during actual surgery

have been analyzed in great detail, with evaluations achieving a
high level of reliability.113 With retrospective analyses of video
recordings by master teachers, it would be possible to identify
aspects of a surgeon’s performance that can be trained and improved
in the simulator—as is a common practice for enhancing the
performance of athletes in soccer, football, and basketball. Finally,
simulators offer the possibility of presenting rare problems and
emergencies that would better prepare performers to deal with such
situations. A recent study of military pilots showed that those pilots
who had trained for a specific emergency situation in a simulator
were more effective at responding to the same situation when it
occurred during an actual flight mission.114 Similarly, surgeons who
can experience rare emergency procedures when they are mentally
ready in the simulator will be able to make necessary adjustments
through additional training. These learning experiences are likely to
better prepare surgeons for rare and challenging situations that
occur unexpectedly. These suggestions are consistent with reviews
of the extensive experience from training with flight simulators that
show the importance of training designed to attain task-specific
performance goals, where training is individualized to give students
sufficient practice to demonstrate the required proficiency.115,116
Concluding Remarks
This article has outlined how the expert-performance approach
might be applied to study three types of expertise in medicine. After
offering some comments on differences between acquisition of
expert performance in medicine and more traditional domains of
expertise, I will conclude with a general assessment of generalizable
aspects of deliberate practice and how insights into the structure
and acquisition in one domain of expertise can be used to guide the
improvement of performance in other domains, such as medicine.
The distinctive aspect of the expert-performance approach to the
study of expertise is its focus on identifying superior, reproducible
behavior for representative tasks in the associated domain. The
behaviors in medicine that most clearly capture the essence of
expertise are effective treatments of medical conditions and diseases. Unfortunately treatments for common diseases are often
highly standardized and, thus, offer only limited room for individual
doctors to influence outcomes and exhibit superior performance. For
example, most experienced doctors are likely equally able to diagnose and prescribe treatments for the flu and other common diseases
that can be treated by prescribing familiar drugs. There are, however, many diseases that are complex and require refined diagnosis
and extended treatment, such as cardiac diseases and other medical
problems requiring major surgery. The activities associated with
diagnosis and treatment offer considerable room for individual
variability and skill that are likely to lead to differential outcomes.
In this article, I identified three examples of different types of
medical activities where researchers have been able to successfully
identify superior performance, namely perceptual diagnosis, medical
diagnosis of patients, and surgery. For each of these activities, I
discussed how the investigators were able to design representative
tasks that captured the essence of the medical activity and allowed
standardized measurement of performance for experts and less advanced individuals. The primary focus of my discussion concerned
how performance in these domains were normally acquired and how
deliberate practice activities might be able to improve performance
further, as well as to allow doctors to maintain their level of
performance after the end of their initial medical training.
Differences between Medicine and Traditional Domains of
Expertise
A successful integration of the broad body of research on expertise
in a professional domain, such as medicine, requires the recognition
of differences between the professional domain and more traditional
domains of expertise. In contrast to competitive domains, such as
sports, chess, and even music, there has been relatively little work
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in medicine on a “gold standard” based on measured superior
performance that would allow the medical community to measure
and identify superior expert levels. In medicine, experts in the
medical schools and teaching hospitals frequently set the standard
by which medical students and residents are evaluated and trained.
Evaluation based on diagnosis of standardized patents and written
tests of certification are appropriate for assessing minimal standards
for acceptable proficiency in the medical profession. This type of
evaluation, however, restricts the potential application of the expert-performance approach to the medical domain. Without methods for measuring reliable individual differences among the performers at the highest level, it is not possible to identify those experts
with the highest objective performance and study the structure and
acquisition of their performance, as is commonly done in the other
domains of expertise.5,39,44,117 The lack of measurement procedures
means that once someone has reached “expert” status, there is no
accepted evaluative standard to motivate physicians to maintain
and, perhaps, improve performance. Without valid informative
feedback on their performance, it would be difficult for experts to
engage in deliberate practice in order to enhance their skills. More
critically, doctors cannot be certain of the maximal attainable level
of performance for a given task unless the most able performers can
demonstrate if and how such levels can be consistently achieved.
In more traditional domains of expertise, such as music and
sports, demonstrations that reveal the possibility of higher performance levels have had meaningful effects on the achievements of
other elite performers, as well as less accomplished individuals.
Perhaps the most conspicuous example is Roger Bannister’s first
ever sub–four-minute mile. The earlier record for the mile run was
viewed as the ultimate limit for performance, but as soon as
Bannister broke the four-minute barrier, many other runners were
able to do so within a couple of years.118 In sports, the gold medal
performance at the original Olympic marathon is regularly attained
by amateurs just to qualify as a participant in the Boston Marathon.
Olympic swimmers from early this century would not even qualify
for swim teams at competitive high-schools.27 Similarly, many
music pieces that were deemed unplayable are now part of the
standard repertoire of students at music academies.26 In each of
these domains, improved methods for training and practice were
largely responsible for the improved performances. In turn, future
performers had access to these superior practice methods, which led
to continued overall improvement. This cycle continues to enhance
performance to this day.
Another difference between most professional domains, such as
medicine, and the more traditional domains of expertise concerns
the age of introduction and subsequent development in the domain.
In medicine, most students are introduced to the field in their early
20s, whereas the introduction to training in traditional domains of
expertise, such as music, ballet, chess, and sports, occurs around five
to ten years of age. At the point of introduction to medical
activities, most individuals are adults and have already acquired a
large amount of knowledge and skills. The challenge for teachers
thus becomes helping trainees not just to acquire new skills, but also
to modify and adapt already acquired skills to meet the demands of
medical activities. If we recognize that medical performance likely
depends on preexisting knowledge and skills, we must consider the
possible role of individual differences in previously acquired skills. It
is possible that some aspects of these skills and knowledge structures
cannot be easily modified and reorganized in a desirable manner,
thus making it more difficult for some individuals to attain a high
level of performance in medicine. It is likely that as our understanding of the mechanisms mediating expert medical performance
improves, it should be possible to design and refine the construction
of training devices that have the dual purpose of providing opportunities for deliberate practice and assessing the current level of
performance. Following the successful application of simulation
technology for training pilots, it should be possible to use the
simulators to provide basic training, as well as training for experi-
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enced pilots to react effectively in emergency situations.114 This
development of training devices will make preparation in medical
school and continuing education settings more individualized and
effective, and will provide tools for expert performers to further
enhance their levels of achievement.
Generalizable Aspects of Deliberate Practice
In this article, I have tried to show how the acquisition of superior
performance in medicine is closely related to engagement in practice with feedback during medical training. I also speculated that
after the end of organized medical training, continued access to
conditions for deliberate practice, as well as feedback on daily
medical practice, might allow doctors, especially specialists, to keep
improving their performance to achieve even higher levels.
The complex integrated structure of expert performance raises
many issues about how these structures can be gradually acquired
and perfected over time. Whereas teachers in traditional domains of
expertise start guiding the skill development of children, medical
educators must encourage adult students to engage in the demanding processes involved in building the necessary skills and representations by drawing on and altering students’ previously acquired
skills. This type of learning is not possible without the students’ full
cooperation and active participation in the learning process. Students need to acquire representations that can support their planning, reasoning, and evaluation of the actual and intended performance, in order to make more appropriate adjustments to their
complex skills. This advantage becomes absolutely essential at
higher levels of achievement. Given that deliberate practice involves mastering tasks that students could not initially attain, or at
best to attain imperfectly or unreliably, it is likely that more
successful students acquire representations to support problem solving and learning through planning and analysis. Consequently, the
faster learning of “talented” students might be explained by individual differences in acquired representations supporting effective
learning, rather than any innate abilities or basic capacities.
From the perspective of deliberate practice, the scarcity of excellent and outstanding performance is primarily attributable to the
environmental conditions necessary for its slow emergence, and to
the years of deliberate practice required to develop the complex
mediating mechanisms that support expertise. Even those individuals considered by themselves or others to have natural gifts gradually attain their superior performance by engaging in extended
amounts of designed deliberate practice over many years. Until
so-called ordinary individuals recognize that sustained effort is
necessary to reach expert performance, they will continue to misattribute their inability to attain expert achievement rapidly to a
lack of natural talent and will, thus, fail to reach their highest
attainable level. Similarly, some people believe that decrements in
performance due purely to aging are inevitable, even in the 40s, 50s,
and 60s, which can again become a self-fulfilling prophecy. However, there is evidence from very demanding domains, such as music
and chess, that only those older individuals who keep displaying
their superior performance in public concerts and competitions are
likely to be sufficiently motivated to maintain their performance by
engaging regularly in appropriate deliberate practice. At present, a
primary goal is to better understand the motivational factors that
support and sustain continued deliberate practice in the lifelong
quest for expertise in medicine and other domains.119
In sum, our understanding of expert medical performance will
improve as we apply the expert-performance approach to the study
of reproducibly superior performance in medicine. The study of
expert performance in medicine is particularly likely to provide
unique insights for future applications to many types of professional
expertise, more generally. The domain of medicine offers a unique
opportunity for research on expert performance, in that the benefits
of improved medical diagnosis and treatment are quite obvious.
Thus, the public is willing to invest resources to attain the highest
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possible levels of treatment of sickness and disease. For example,
whereas some people would question the societal value of discovering training methods that would increase shot-put performance by
10%, few would dismiss the societal benefits of increasing diagnostic
accuracy of mammograms by 10%. Medicine appears to provide
several sufficiently constrained task domains to allow investigators
in the cognitive sciences to study how a wide range of skilled
professional performance areas can best be improved through appropriate training and feedback. Future research will reveal whether
the promising application of the expert-performance approach to
medicine will advance our understanding of expertise in this domain. This prospect is particularly exciting because in medicine,
unlike sport or other competitive domains where the expert-performance approach has been most widely applied, the beneficiaries of
improved performance are not only the performers themselves, but
also society at large.
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